Target site model: Predicting mode of action and aquatic organism acute toxicity using Abraham parameters and feature-weighted k-nearest neighbors classification.
A database of 1480 chemicals with 47 associated modes of action compiled from the literature encompasses a wide range of chemical classes (alkanes, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, and polar compounds) and includes toxicity data for 79 different aquatic genera. The data were split into a calibration group and a validation group (80/20) to apply k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) methodology to predict the toxic mode of action for the compound. Other approaches were tested (support vector machines and linear discriminant analysis) as well as variations in the k-NN technique (distance weighting, feature weighting). Best-prediction results were found with k = 3, in a voting platform with optimized feature weighting. Using the predicted mode of action, the appropriate polyparameter target site model for that mode of action is applied to calculate the 50% lethal concentration (LC50). Predicted LC50s for the validation database resulted in a root-mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.752. This can be compared to an RMSE of 0.655 for the same validation set using the reference mode of action labels. The complete database resulted in an RMSE of 0.793 for reference mode of action labels. This confirms that the classification model has sufficient accuracy for predicting the mode of action and for determining toxicity using the target site model. Environ Toxicol Chem 2019;38:375-386. © 2018 SETAC.